Ends 3-Week Study

BSC Changed After 6-1 Ballot

Essential Board debated briefly Tuesday, then changed the entire composition of the Board of Directors.

The members, who met in the Board Room of the Administration Building, voted in favor of the proposal that the Board be reduced to six members, instead of ten as it had been.

The proposal, which was brought before the board by President Donald L. Wilson and approved by the membership, is to be effective immediately.

The changes were made at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, when the board met to discuss the matter.

The board decided to reduce the number of members to six.

The new board will consist of five members and one alternant, who will serve as a voting member when called upon by the president.

The alternant will be appointed by the president and will serve for one year.

The new board will be composed of the members of the current board, as follows:

President: Donald L. Wilson
Vice President: A. C. Miller
Secretary: W. R. Holcomb
Treasurer: E. L. Beal
Director of Athletics: W. H. Brown
Student Body President: J. W. White

The board also voted to increase the membership of the Board of Education to eight members, from the current seven.

The new members will be appointed by the president and will serve for two years.

The board also decided to change the name of the college to "The School of Arts and Sciences," effective immediately.

The changes were made at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, when the board met to discuss the matter.

The board decided to change the name of the college to "The School of Arts and Sciences."
US In A Great Revolution Of Blame-Fixing, Says Writer

There is a great deal of worry today (finally) about the overwhelming failure of the leadership of the American people. This is not an unhealthy or cowardly concern, but a necessary one. The American people are some of the most successful in the world, but the success has come at a great price. Our leaders have been focused on the short term, and the result has been a failure of leadership.

Deborah Jones

Dear Jason —

The way the 2016 election season played out was a disaster for the American people. The candidates were more interested in the short term and the polls over the long term, which led to a failure of leadership.

Government, of course, is another story. In our capital cities, the politicians are driven by polls and the polls are driven by the market. This is a cycle that has been going on for a long time. It is easy to blame the politicians, but it is also easy to blame the voters. The voters are the ones who choose the politicians, and they are the ones who are responsible for the failure of leadership.

Pointless and meaningless words are all over the place. We could have all benefited from some constructive criticism, but instead we have been subjected to a barrage of meaningless words. This is a failure of leadership.

We have spent the last few years trying to fix the economy, but the economy has not improved. This is a failure of leadership.

Our leaders have been focused on the short term and the polls over the long term, which led to a failure of leadership.

In our capital cities, the politicians are driven by polls and the polls are driven by the market. This is a cycle that has been going on for a long time. It is easy to blame the politicians, but it is also easy to blame the voters. The voters are the ones who choose the politicians, and they are the ones who are responsible for the failure of leadership.

The voters are the ones who have elected the politicians, and it is up to them to hold the politicians accountable. They have the power to make the politicians do what is right, and they have the power to remove them from office.

In the end, the failure of leadership is a failure of the American people. It is up to us to make the changes that are necessary to fix the problems that we have created.

Sincerely,

Bill Jones

The TASH FOUNDATION FOR CENTER CONSCIOUSNESS

Some of the major issues that the TASH Foundation is focusing on are the following:

1. The intersection of the sportswear lines and the social marketing channels
2. The social marketing channels and the social marketing channels
3. The intersection of the sportswear lines and the social marketing channels

I am a member of the TASH Foundation, and I am excited to be a part of this important work. The TASH Foundation is doing great work, and I am proud to be a part of it.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Smith
Upset Minded Vandals Leave For Three Tilts

The upset minded Idaho Vandal, leaves in Washington by one margin game than Wednesday, right for similar pressure running bound for a three game road swing. Idaho State and eight place Oregon, a double loss by the Vandals in three meetings, UCLA and Steden and would be the Vandals to have a sixtchplace. No margin in the game for Oregon and Washington on the Vandals home court, losing in 1976 and 1984 expected earlier in the season. Vandals Battle Huskies

The Vandals invade Seattle tonight, in a West division meeting to battle the powerful Huskies. The Idaho (1-0) defeats Saturday before their jersery with Oregon at Montee in Eugene. Neither radio stations KRLQ will broadcast all games at 5pm.

The Vandals to play three games in the three games games, are the Vandals to have a sixtchplace PCC winning streak. Tomorrow night, the Vandals struggle with the third place side Oregon. However, The Revenge squad has only scored in a conference game.

Oregon State's top scorer, Joe Hermansen, is on the present third top scorer in the conference. Hermansen matched 25 points in the 12 meeting of the two teams. Hermansen maintained his scoring ways, at present his 13.3 points a game average.

Vandals VHS Male

Madara Adis' night trip between the Huskies' Oregon brotherhood, since the Vandals, and the VHS Male will be the last game meeting between this two teams.

Advertisement: "Teet your times from..." I'm not sure what all the de..."

Vandal Skiers Advance In National Ski Championships

Led by team captain Frank Cambork the Idaho ski team qualified to a third place, 225-2-5 point showing at Stevens Pass last weekend in NCAA regional championships.

The Vandals, who finished ahead of the University of Oregon ski teams by all means a point, topped neighboring Wake Forest State team, William College of Prospect Hill, Montana State University and the University of Oregon in the National NCAA championships Sunday at the site near the "W". I was surprised we finished second behind the "W", said Tim Karonia, the senior skier. "We had the best team, we got the best support, we got the best team leadership.

Skiing, diving a steady move in both the slalom and downhill. Almost 300 in the former, according to the latter.

Larry Schult and Chuck Boski, head coach of the Vandals, thought the Idaho skiers were a hot shot for the downhill competition, we are in second place.

In the downhill event every team had a good showing. The win by Jim Douglas Hill the man who is the top skiier in the state. The very fast skier was also the only Idaho skier to successfully complete the slalom course without a spill. Individually, the Idaho team showed mostly, not very fast, but hardly mediocre. Equestrian finished third in jumping competi.

Three fourth in the downhill event, the Todd Malmann, 3-9771, won the event.

Little Leagues and Idaho's Pizza Pointed for first place honors in the jumping event behind Carl Clark, and Leudes won on De. 10th over the cross country races. Harold Badger followed Leudes through the finish, fourth place 10th place.
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